
don’t Follow the Path 
BLAZE the Trail.

BOX

THE



The Trailblazer™ Box Inspiration

Among the many lessons learned this year, taking 
time to slow down and enjoy the simple things in life is 
one of the best reminders for all tradesmen. 

Life moves too quickly and despite the challenges we 
are facing in business and health this year, it is key to 
enjoy each moment, or Carpe Diem as some would 
say. 

When we put together the Trailblazer Box, we wanted 
to give our Arsenal™ subscribers some versatile items 
to help achieve that Work Hard - Play Hard mantra we 
live by.

While the theme is TRAILBLAZER, all of these items 
can be used at work or repurposed for another use. 
Enjoy your unboxing and get ready to hit the trails!

Share your unboxing experience on Social Media and 
tag us to win an extra item in your next box!





    
    

Large Anchor 
Cup
LAC405

$30

Bullet™ Blade
REL261

1.5” W x 12” L

$42

Blade Handle
MEH234

$19

MagnaCup™

MC990

$10

Blade 
Sharpener
SFE329

$19

Arsenal™ brings the bigger and 
better. The larger cup provides a 
strong grip to prevent sliding while 
under pressure. Perfect for securing 
the end of your cord and wire as you 
complete the removal process. 

It’s surefire! Bullet™ Blades are 
elongated, rounded blades designed 
to cut from all angles. This blade 
makes side-to-side cutting through 
wide beads of urethane a breeze.

A perfect pairing for your Bullet™ 
Blade is Equalizer’s lightweight 
aluminum handle which can be used 
with Equalizer® Express™ and 
Bullet™ Blades. 

MagnaCup™ is the magnetic holder 
that everyone is raving about! It 
takes the hassle out of keeping up 
with small parts while you work. 
MagnaCup™ instantly grips to most 
metal objects while protecting finished 
or painted surfaces.

To get the best performance, it is 
important to put a good edge on 
your blade before each use. This 
sharpener will do a quick touch up 
that brings the blade back to a chisel-
type, razor-sharp edge in about 10 
seconds. Easy and compact!



    
    

“Clean Sets 
Save Lives” 
Socks

$25

Equalizer 
Backpack
with Arsenal Logo

$36

Campfire Coffee Mug
with coffee and hot chocolate

$28

Clean Sets 
Save Lives™

Decals
CSSL

$10

$7  

Cuffed Beanie
with Equalizer logo

$20

It’s comfort with a cause! These 
custom socks with our “Clean Sets 
Save Lives” logo represent the 
No Hacks Clean Sets™ mantra 
by creating awareness of the 
importance and safety of a clean set.

What is better to blaze those trails 
with than a lightweight, stylish 
backpack to hold all of your hiking 
essentials?

Warm up on those cold Fall nights 
with a hot chocolate or coffee in 
your campfire style Equalizer mug.

Share your knowledge and spread 
the awareness of our “Clean 
Sets Save Lives” initiative. When 
completing a job, set your customer 
at ease with a full checklist and decal 
to guarantee you’ve given them a 
safe and clean set.

PLUS an Equalizer® Post-It Note Pad 
and Pen for your on-the-go notes!

Another essential when hitting 
those hills! Not only does it keep 
your head warm but it also covers 
up that bed-head with a stylish look.

$246    Total Value:

$7  



Promote why Clean Sets are crucial to your customers 
by placing a Clean Sets Save Lives™ static cling decal on 
their new windshield from your Arsenal™ Sample pack. 
You can Order a full NHCS™ pack or customize with your 

logo at www.equalizer.com. Are you an AGSC member? 
Add your member number to your custom pack. 

logo at www.equalizer.com. Are you an AGSC member? 
Add your member number to your custom pack. 

Part# CSSL100

Add your logo to your decals and 
customize your checklist!





Tools

STAY SHARP
Equalizer’s narrow Bullet™

blade is perfect for slicing 
through urethane at any 

angle. Guide the sharpener 
around the edge of the blade  

for a fresh cut each time. 
In a pinch and don’t have 

your power tool or longknife 
No worries! With your new 
Express™ Blade Handle you 

can now utilzie all your 
Express™ and Bullet™ blades 
with this long reach handle.



Tools

What is better to blaze those 
trails with than a lightweight, 

backpack to hold all of your 
hiking essentials?





work \
p l a y

H A R D
h a r d

“Don’t get so busy making a living 
that you forget to make a life.”

- Dolly Parton



LARGE ANCHOR CUP
Equalizer’s Large Anchor Cup 
gives you an ultra strong grip 

for any cord or wire cutting 
angle you need to anchor.

MAGNACUP™
Everyone loves this cup! 

We hope you will too....
Place it on the car, toolbox, 
or work bench to keep up 
with those tiny nuts and 
bolts. Also, perfect for a 

impromptu pong game with 
the fam. The MagnaCup™ 

does not disappoint and can 
go with you anywhere and 
everywhere. It also makes 
a perfect gift for the person 

who has everything!



Our equalizer® knit beanie is essential when 
hitting those hills! Not only does it keep your 
head warm but it also covers up potential 
bed-head with a stylish look.
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